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ronald e. yates is a multi-award-winning author of historical fiction and action/adventure novels, including the
popular and award-winning finding billy battles trilogy. his extraordinarily accurate books have captivated fans

from around the world who applaud his ability to blend fact and fiction. on top of the hill, there are many
memorials to those who died in the fires. on one of these memorials, i saw the name of william h. battles written in
bright red letters. there, i read, "i love you." it may seem like the president’s policies have been in place since the

beginning of his presidency, but this is only the beginning of the long battle between the administration and
democrats in congress over immigration. the president’s executive order will not go into effect, but it is a first step
toward a policy that he promised during his campaign. the new executive order will allow individuals to travel to

the u.s. without the threat of being detained and held in immigration detention facilities, according to the
president. the president also said that the executive order will not change the way an asylum seeker is treated,

only his or her ability to enter the u.the president’s order will stop the ongoing separation of immigrant families at
the border and could allow some children who are separated to remain with their parents, according to the
president. 9. apple-samsung battlethe battle is on, samsung is hit with another record fine over its failure to

comply with an order from a u.s. judge to correct the problem with its galaxy note 7. the federal trade commission,
for the second time, has fined samsung $300 million. the ftc said samsung failed to comply with a february 2018

order requiring the company to make sure its phones were not exploding.samsung is fighting the fine, which came
after the u. district court for the northern district of california said the company violated the order.the company

has said it failed to comply with the order due to an internal software update in february that replaced an
operating system on its phones.an investigation revealed that some phones caught fire while charging.the

company has said the fire was caused by a problem with a battery component, but some consumers still fear using
the phones, and the recall has affected up to 10 million devices.
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